Author Copyright Release Agreement

Publication of materials by Reverse Logistics Association provides global recognition and distribution of Author’s contribution through the Reverse Logistics Magazine both print and electronic versions. Back issues and reprints are also available. Electronic publication and distribution includes but is not limited to the Reverse Logistics Association web site (www.reverselogisticsassociation.org) and Reverse Logistics Magazine web site (www.RLmagazine.com).

1. In consideration of the Reverse Logistics Association (“RLA”) publishing materials from the undersigned Author, the Author hereby grants to RLA and its successors, licensees and assigns, the full and complete right in perpetuity and throughout the universe to use the written material, images and photos (collectively “Materials”) in any reasonable manner, including but not limited to publication in the printed and/or electronic versions of the RL Magazine, Reverse Logistics Newsletter, Compilations, or Reprints; Internet Access; or in any manner or means that RLA wishes. RLA may use third parties to accomplish any part of its publication/distribution process.

2. The Author warrants and represents that is the original copyright owner of the Materials and has the right to enter into this Agreement, that the consent of no other person, firm, corporation or labor organization is required to enable RLA to use the Material as described herein, and that such use will not violate the rights of any third parties. If the Author’s material incorporates text/graphic/photographic or excerpts of other copyright owners, the Author agrees to provide to RLA written permission from each copyright owner prior to publication by RLA. The Author agrees to reimburse RLA, its officers, or Publications Editor for any expenses or losses due to copyright infringement.

3. The Author agrees to allow RLA full use of the submitted Materials, free and clear of any and all claims for royalties, residuals, or other monetary compensation.

4. If the submitted Materials include interviews, the Author agrees to provide a written release from each person interviewed.

☐ As the subject of an interview, I agree to allow RLA to publish or use materials as described above.

Check one:

☐ I agree to allow RLA to publish or use materials as described above. As a continuing Author to RLA, I agree that this signed document will cover all materials I have created or will create now and in the future for RLA.

OR

☐ I agree to allow RLA to publish or use materials as described above. As Author of a single article, this agreement covers:

Article Title: ____________________________________________

______________________________________________
Printed Name

______________________________________________
Company Name

Please sign and submit via Pandadoc.com or email to editor@rlmagazine.com